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personal synonyms 43 similar and opposite words merriam May 21 2024 synonyms for personal
subjective personalized private individual individualized unique singular particular antonyms of personal general
public universal popular generic broad widespread shared
17 synonyms antonyms for personal thesaurus com Apr 20 2024 find 17 different ways to say personal along
with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com
101 words related to personal the content authority Mar 19 2024 in this article we present a comprehensive list
of words related to personal that can enrich our communication skills enhance our self expression and deepen
our understanding of ourselves and others
personal 16 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Feb 18 2024 adjective these are words and
phrases related to personal click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of
personal the library contains the president s personal papers synonyms private own individual intimate
exclusive confidential secret special particular privy inwardly felt subjective
personal synonyms 1 377 words and phrases for personal Jan 17 2024 another way to say personal synonyms
for personal other words and phrases for personal
personal synonyms and antonyms yourdictionary Dec 16 2023 synonyms for personal individual private
private secret intimate confidential privy individual secluded retired particular own arbitrary discretionary
antonyms for personal impersonal public general
personal definition meaning merriam webster Nov 15 2023 the meaning of personal is of relating to or affecting
a particular person private individual how to use personal in a sentence
personal words 400 words related to personal Oct 14 2023 below is a massive list of personal words that is
words related to personal the top 4 are private individual physical and personalized you can get the definition s
of a word in the list below by tapping the question mark icon next to it
personal english meaning cambridge dictionary Sep 13 2023 relating or belonging to a single or particular
person rather than to a group or an organization my personal opinion view is that the students should be doing
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more work outside the classroom her uncle takes a personal interest in her progress she has her own personal
secretary bodyguard fitness instructor
personal definition meaning dictionary com Aug 12 2023 adjective of relating to or coming as from a particular
person individual private a personal opinion relating to directed to or intended for a particular person a personal
favor one s personal life a letter marked personal intended for use by one person a personal car
personal definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jul 11 2023 a personal relationship is one that is not
connected with your job or public life he was a personal friend whom i ve known for many years what began as
a professional relationship became a personal one pretty quickly
personal dictionaries and vocabulary tools for english Jun 10 2023 definition of personal english dictionary and
integrated thesaurus for learners writers teachers and students with advanced intermediate and beginner levels
personal words 400 words related to personal May 09 2023 below is a massive list of personal words that is
words related to personal the top 4 are sensitive private individual and personalized you can get the definition s
of a word in the list below by tapping the question mark icon next to it
how to use personal vs personnel merriam webster Apr 08 2023 personal is an adjective describing things that
affect or relate to a person as in personal goals or personal financial gain personnel is a noun that refers to a
collection of people as in the company is asking all of its personnel to review the new social media guidelines
36 personal development goals examples for work and life Mar 07 2023 a personal goal can be any
milestone related to improving yourself through skill acquisition character building experiences interacting with
other people improving your perception of yourself and your abilities or how you envision the possibilities for
your future
personal vs personnel choose your words vocabulary com Feb 06 2023 personal refers to something of a
particular person s something done in person something related to a person and so on my files belong to me
they are personal they don t have anything to do with my employer
personal attributes definition and 20 examples indeed Jan 05 2023 learn what are personal attributes and
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review a list of common attributes employers seek with suggestions for how you may demonstrate them in the
workplace
personal vs personnel how to choose the right word thoughtco Dec 04 2022 the words personal and
personnel are related in meaning but they re not identical they also belong to different word classes and they re
pronounced differently the adjective personal with the stress on the first syllable means private or individual
personal branding what it is and why it matters Nov 03 2022 a strong personal brand can help you attract
the right people land a job or promotion and make connections that lead to new opportunities with reflection
and intentional actions you can gain confidence in your personal value and project it in your life and career
personal information english vocabulary información Oct 02 2022 personal information questions are the basis
for any conversation in english and so are important for when you meet somebody for the first time they are the
building blocks from which the rest of the conversation can develop some common questions and a correct form
for the answer are as follows
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